
Promotions Playbook
for Brands



Offering Promotions While 
Building a Brand
Discounts reign supreme during the holiday season.

But if you’re a brand that doesn’t discount, read on for creative ideas to stay 
competitive…
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Discounts

• % or $ off purchase, site-wide
• This type of promotion almost always yields the largest order volume of all 

promotions  
• Could pair promotion with a minimum purchase threshold to increase average order 

size.
• Could also create a tiered system of discounting to increase average order size– i.e. 

$10 off 100+, $50 off $250+, $100 off $400
• If it’s rare that you discount, as little as 10% off may be all that is required to 

incentivize consumers to take action.

• % or $ off specific products
• Great method to clear out excess inventory of particular products
• Consider creating packages of complementary products and offering the package 

deal at a discount
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• Free shipping is usually just the price of admission of being an online 
retailer – that is, it is the norm and it is expected by consumers.  So, if 
you do free shipping promotions, they need to be 1-upped from your 
normal offering.

• Variations of free shipping promotions:
• Free expedited shipping – impactful to coordinate free shipping promotions 

with your shipping deadlines

• Free shipping with a minimum purchase threshold to increase average order 
size and improve margins

• Free return shipping (expect elevated levels of returns all the way through 
early February, so consider extending your returns policy as well)
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Shipping



• Offering early access to a sale, to a limited edition product, or to a high-demand event is a great way to offer 
value to your consumer without discounting.

• Early access is a nice perk for your most loyal consumers – those on your email list and those that follow you 
on social.

• Limited Edition products, paired with free shipping or another promotion, are a powerful way to create and 
reward a loyal community, create demand, and have a promotion without needing to discount.

• The key with Limited Edition products is to truly make it limited. You want to sell-out.  You want to have 
more demand than you can supply.  This is what keeps a brand hot in a consumer’s mind and it makes future 
Limited Edition products that much more successful.  Again, forecast your inventory to sell-out quickly.

• Also, utilize an email-based wait-list if you do sell out.  Use this to market your other products they might be interested.
• A sell-out strategy could be to hold back inventory to appear as if it is selling quickly.  Say, you ordered 500 limited edition

products.  On Cyber Monday, maybe you say only 100 are available and when we’re sold -out, we’re sold out.  Then release 
the remaining 400 to your wait list in waves.

• Limited Edition products don’t have to be revolutionary.  Some ideas:
• A small quantity signed personally by the founder or a key partner
• New colors of your hottest product 
• New materials of your hottest product
• Anniversary edition of a product
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Early Access & Limited Edition



• Purchase with Purchase
• A purchase with purchase promotion is a fantastic way to offer a promotion without 

discounting in traditional ways.
• Typically, it is something along the lines of “for any purchase over $x, add our limited 

edition abc product for only $y, a $z value”.  For example, “for any purchase over 
$100, add our limited edition water bottle for only $15, normally a $35 value”.

• The add-on product should be something the buyer would want to give as a gift and 
with high perceived value.

• Gift with Purchase
• A gift with purchase promotion can be a mixed bag for retailers.  The strength of the 

promotion lies in the monetary and perceived value of the gift item.  The higher the 
monetary and perceived value of the gift item, the stronger the promotion will 
perform.

• Most consumers will do the math in their heads and the tipping point seems to be 
around what will equate to a 20% discount or more (if they spend $100, the gift item 
should be worth $20 or more).
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Bundles



• Bounce back campaigns are a strong way to incentivize multiple 
purchases throughout the holiday season.

• Bounce back campaigns typically follow the format of “spend $x now, 
and you’ll get a $y credit for a future purchase made between future-
date-1 and future-date-2”.

• These can be complex to execute, but they don’t have to be.  Some 
low-fi ways to create a bounce-back campaign online:
• E-gift card that gets emailed to the purchaser with $y pre-loaded on it
• Coupon code that gets emailed to the purchaser for $y, valid during the two 

dates you specified
• An in-box insert that gets sent out with qualified purchases.  The insert is a 

discount code for $y, valid during the two dates you specified
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Bounce Back



• Free Gift Wrap
• Offering free gift wrap on purchases can be a great promotion to get busy 

shoppers to purchase late in the season.  If you are primarily a women’s 
brand, it’s also a big appeal to male shoppers to have a gift already wrapped 
for them when it arrives.

• Make sure your fulfillment team is staffed adequately to support gift 
wrapping, regular order volume, shipping carrier pick-up times, and while still 
sticking to delivery times.

• Other
• Do you offer birthday rewards?  Consider offering a little something extra for 

your November and December birthdays.
• Could you offer other services that are complementary to your brand?  

Cleaning of your product line, exclusive access to content, personal shopping, 
site-to-store pick-up, and fittings are some examples.
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Services



About MAKA Digital
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We’ve brought our 30+ years of digital marketing both in-house
and agency-side together to create MAKA Digital, a boutique
digital marketing agency.

Our mission is to help the world’s most inspiring lifestyle brands 
improve the lives of more consumers through performance-

based digital marketing.

A small team of focused roll-up-our-sleevers. An art-meets-
science landscape of results-driven thinkers and doers. Innately
curious what-ifers.

What do we do? Blast away marketing silos to build and execute
seamless digital strategies across Paid, Earned, and Owned
media. Oh, and create awesome moments of digital happiness
along the way.

Katherine RomeroMargaret Nicoll

pronounced: “mock-ah”
definition: continuous learner, studier

who we are

Casey Bower
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…and who we aren’t

Taking on as many clients as quickly as possible, giving cherished partnerships to an army of
junior account managers, jargon that impresses rather than helps, and charging ambiguous
agency fees has always felt unnatural to us.
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Let’s talk!

hello@makadigital.com
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